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Several possible queuei~g configurations for .acconmo-
-dati~g a·rr.ivals with ·specializ_ed service requirements are 




. - "' . 
cons i d·e red.. The three cases consid·ered can all accommodate 
two het·er~genous ·arrivals requiring separate services. The 
systems dis.cussed are (1) two parallel queues and two 
specialized s·ervers, (2) a si~gle queue with a multipurp9se -
. ~ 
., 
s·erver, and (-3)' a· single queue leadi~g to channels of finite 
capacity b·efore two specialized serverso Solutions for the 
. 
. 
first two ·cases are presented and then the· last case is con-
sidered. Solutions for the channel system up. to the point 
. -- where ~ .. c·ommon queue is fo·rmed h.ave been obtained for both · 
Poisson ·arrivals and. gen·eralized ·arrivals with the aid of 
GERT: Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique. Results 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION · · 
Much --- of the work done in the fie-ld of analysis of wait-
. ing lines has been confined to the study of single purpose 
systems o Considerable complication is introduced into· the 
problem if demands for different service functions-mu·st be 
--- m~t by the systemo The degree to which the analysis is .• . .:.: .. 
( .. ,, ... 
. '- .. 
·-·-- . · -- ~ compounded is highly dependent upon the structure of the 
.. 
- ···-·--" - -
.. , 
I • 
. . . 
-· ... servicing facility. 
A natural extension of the single server, single queue 
problem was to consider a multi-server case. The classical 
multi-=server problem doe~ not consider a heterogeneous ar-
rival process, but if each server has before it a separate 
queue of infinite length a solution can be readily obtained.· 
If the arrivals are directed to their appropria_te channel . 
-~· -- .. 
through a switching position, it must be tacitly assumed 
that at no time will the switch itself be subject to conges-
tion. 
Some consideration has also been given to a multi-
' "1 ~· 
product system as a modification of the single server, single.. -
queue problem. Arrivals form a first come, first served 
. ·queue before a service facility which is capable of acconuno-
dating any sequence of service requirements o ·. The formulation 
. 
. leads to a far more general servicing capacity but still 
· ·suffers under the· constraint of a very strict queue· discipline. 
tr·--· 
_____ : ______ "_··--.-~ ___ : ------ --- In reality, . a compromise of the two previous systems 
-~---. 
may be the only practical alternative. Unfortunatelyu 
the analysis of a system which_ attempts to supply specialized · ,. "O 
servers from mixed arrivals forming a common queue can become 
-----
quite involvedo It is the intent of this paper t-o consider 




,:, - ·--""\ - ----· ··---------,.-..,.- - -~ ·-~---· 
~~,s.ervice systems· and then to initiate an - analysis of the afore- . 
mentioned compromise structuree The cases to be studied a:r;e ,· 
. 
. 
. di~gramed in Figure 1. The following is· a detailed description ____ _ 
!' . '-·• 
' -·---- . -· . -·· ·-··-~···- ' . ··-· ...... _ ...... ---····-····------ .. ····· ··-···· -· •... -~---·-···. ·-- -····-··-·-··- -- .. -···--·· - -·'·--···· -············· ~ - - -- - . - ·- -
. !: ;_. 
.. 
-----···-··-~-·----~ ------- ---- -~-
,_ ---·- -------------- . 
----- -···-··--···--·--
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''1·-··--··· 
of their characteristics·. In all cases, the arrival struc~ 
ture will be assumed to be random unless otherwise specified. 
1. The. system provides two specia,lized servers 





---~-,--___:._:__-----=--ef-----arri·v a-1-;- ------Ne:i-the'l: .. ~ -s er-vej:- --i s -cap.ab i'e of 
•. 
- ---·-- - --- - -·· ---.- ---
I -
accepting the other _arrival type should it 
happen to be in an idle stateo Arrivals are 
~---'-____ sorted as to service need as they- enter the 
. 
sys tern and join an in·fini-te · length queue in 
front of the appropriate servero Once an 
.. 
arrival has joined the system, it is accepted 
by the server on a first-come, first-served 
basis • 
2. The system consists of a single server which 
is capable of servicing either arrival type. 
Arrivals join the queue and are -serviced in a 
' first-come, first"""served manner. There is no 
advantage -gained if two arrivals of the same 
type follow each other, i.e. there is no set-
up time involved in se'rving an arrival. 
This is the compromise system upon which 
attention will be centered. Allocation to 
the specific server is made at a fixed point 
before the two servers and not somewhere out 
at infinity- as in the first case.. If eitl1er 
of the two short queues before each server 
become fitted and another arrival of that 
I 
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pointe It follows.u therefore, that a situ-
· -ation can exist where a server' is idle even 
-though there are arrivals of that typ~ in the 
queue_. 
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Since it is quite evident that cases land 2 are the 
two ~xtremees of the composite system, a review of 1 their 
' 
solutions is considered of value to the development of. a 
model for case 3o The format of the paper will provide for 
three separate but related sections. In the first section 
·will be the solutions of the extreme casesc This is then 
followed by a study of the complex system up to the point 
where the system becomes congestedo An appraisal will be 
__ ; ... 
made of the applicability and value of GERT (Graphical 
. Evaluation ·and Review Technique) in the development of a 
solutiono The final section is an investigation into 
approaches and methods which might be ~ployed in developing 
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cooperatingu arrivals will be directed to the appropriate 
_.. 
server upon entering the system. Disney and Cinlar have 
devoted considerable effort to the study of systems of 
-- ( 
queues in· parallelo Much of the following discussion will--
employ the terminology which they have employed in their· · "-~~, _-
work. The te.chnique which they have developed enables an 
., 
analyst to study a system by decomposing it into several 
separate queues and studying each independently. , 
In a discussion of the method of decomposition, Disney· 
specifies the necessary known properties of a queueing sys-
tem. It is essential that (1) at some point in the network 
the flow is completely known,. and (2) the switching 
discipline is known for each separation point in the network. 
By way of clarification, switching discipline is the manner 
-----
_ _:. ~···• ' 
· ... ---- __ ,J; 
-. -- - ,, . 
.. . . ,. . 
- ·-" ·--·- ·-·-·· --, 
in which it is decided to which branch of the network an r 
arrival to the switch will be directed. With this in mind 
' /- Disney states his concept of decomposition formally as 
t' 
follows: 
Given an arrival process and a swit'ching disci-
pline, determine the probability structure of the 
streams of events emanating from t~e switching 
point. 
. . 
--~~-----Arr-extremer1y--····ciriti--ca1·~ poin:t-·in_the·work- done-~with_, ________ . 
·' decomposition is the assumed nature of the system beyond 
.the switch,ing pointe Essentially, it is pre-=·supposed that_ 
the · network beyond the switch has . an inf i.l:li te capacity to 
accept new arrivals o, At no. ti.me will an individual arrival 
occupy the ·swi ~chi~g point as a position in a queue. _ Disney 
• I 
and Cin.lar.~.have both dealt with restricted waiting areas in 
... 
~· 
'' ' . ~ . 
. . 
••• ,., ·•,,. ,I 
. "· --
. ;_ 
. ' . .. , . 
' . 
II , • .,, _, ,' ' ' ., ' 
.... ,---··., .. ___ : _____ _ 
,,..,1 
.. 
' ' r 
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,, '\, __ 
... . ' . 
-- . -- -
-
' 6 . ' ' I . 
front of servers ·in a network, but those arrivals which find 
the queue full are considered overflowo The overflow is 
assumed to be provided for at some fur·ther point in the system 
and in ho way impairs the func·tion of the swi ·t:ch or the flow 
of the s~treams ·emanating from ito Since an arrival en·ters 
the system through the switch and must be provided with a 
waiting space upon entering the system both servers must be 
.. _rC. ______ .. ~-~----·---· --~--. provided with infinite le11gth· queues o -------~· 
. f 
- - -- -- -- - -
t. ~ 
... 
The switching discipline which is pertinent to the 
-- problem at hand is the 81 Random Discipline" which Disney considers · -= 
a special case of the "Markov Discipline 81 • In the Poisson 
arrival stream of intensity i\· a fixed percentage p will re-
:, 
quire server A, and the remaining arrivals seek server B. 
Since the type of a~rival to the system at any time is inde-
. pendent of the previous arrivals, the occupants of the system 
at any one time are the result of a series of Bernoulli .. 
tr~als performed upon a Poisson stream. The emanati:ng streams 
from this type of switching point are then both Poisson with 
paramet~rs PA and (1-p) A = qA.. It is a result which readily 
agrees,with intuition and therefore no proof will be included 
, 
~ here. For a derivation the reader is referred to Disney (3). 
Essentially then the first extreme case has ·been solved 
and useable results may be easily obtained. The problem 
resolves itself into two single servers, inf·ini te queue 
structures with Poissoniarrivals. Any service discipline for 
which ~olutions are available may be imposed upon- either 
'• 
server due to their complete at1tonomy e Of course all results ___ __ 
will-.be for the subs.ystem consisting of the server and its 
I c' • 
-- ---·-----·------------·---- . 
··- appropriate .. gu49ue· so -tl1.at 
'"'«·'V 
! . ' -
~seful results concerning the joint_ 
, -- . .. operation of the system are virtually impossible to obtain. 
..... ,-.---·-- ; ' ... ' . -- --· ,. __ . ···-··· . 
' 
. 
___ It has been ackn_owledged by both Disney ·and Cinlar that little, 
work has been done on the problem of recomposing the sub-
sys_te:ms in to a netw9rk .. 
,_['' 
·-r·-·-~-·· ----·--~ ·····. ----· ..... 
----- . . 
. ri 
.. 
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r ;-..-· "··"·•1 , ·~ · 
B~·. One Server, One Queue 
. ·: .. 
A considerable degree of sophistication is required· 
to solve this simplest ~ase for ·a multi-product arrival 
I, 




·- ··--· -~·-·-·...._·-----· -----~----.---·-p le Poisson inputs each having its corresponding exponential - --. _ 
service time. Further simplificationrits introduced by 
assuming a first-come, first~servedu infinite queue discipline ... 
. 
. ~ 
--·-··c. Jo Ancker, Jr~ and Ao Vo Gafarian· (1) have published a ·······--··----· 




;•·_: . ' 
' 
' 






solution to the problem outlined above. The following is a 
discussion of their results. 
In formally stating the problem, Ancker and Gafarian · 
generalized to m different types of customers having independ-' 
ent. arrivals with rates "-·, i = 1, ••• , m each having an 1 ~ . 
exponential servic~ rate with parameter µi, i = 1, o o o, m.' 
Each arrival type enters the system according to a random 
discipline, which is entirely independent of previous arrivals. 
The following notation is employed by the authors and 
is essential to understanding the results • 
. P (t) = P. {n tasks in queue and a type j in service} J n 
.; . . 
0P 0 (t) = P · {no tasks in queue and none in servic8} 
m 
P n.Ct) I: .P (t) P. {n tasks • queue and - - in one 
j=l J n ~ 
of type • service} any in 
00 
.P (t) 1: .P (t) P · {type • • service} - - J in -J . - - J n j=O 
P. {n P (n.,t) tasks • of which of. - in. queue n. are 
-
-n J. 1 ; .... 
. ·th 
. the type·} J. 
~ 
' 
........ --~ -· 
. , 
--·- _ _:._, __ . --'·+-- -·-··-·-. -----:- .. -·-· -·- ....... ..... .... . . . . .. '. ···- .. --··- ·----- ~--- ------- - -- - - - ----; -------- - ----'- - ----·;-- --- -------~---
m ' _ .. . , 
. - j. 






(n =·1,2, .~ .. ) 
,. 
~ . { . 
- ' - .~--; :::..~-;-: .' .. _-,:.----- .. -~ . . 
·If we recognize that the generalized density function of the: 
._.1_, ..•• _;,_;~'~lj 
., 
. . 
" ~ - I , , ..... 
. ..... ,..-- - ..................... --~ .. , ; ____ , ___ ._ -·"···- , . .,, ... -.-----·~·' .. 
( : 
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" Jnterarrival time, a ( t) is, gi Ven by: _ _ __ .,. _.. --.--··· -·,---. .· __ ., ,-~---". 
~- ;, . . .- .. -.. ' ' 
a(t) = ie~At . :~ ' . . 
... ' ' -
. . 
' . , .. 
-· -·. and the general· density functi·on · for the · le~gth. of service 
·- time, s (t) , · is given by: ·· ·-··- - ' . .,.~: -;~~· 
. 
- ---m _ .. ..c..,.,-_ -· - -- ------·--------- -------------- ... ----·-- ·---------- --··-·-·-.--·· . 
.... ~-~-~------·-----~----. -·-------- ----------- -
s ( t) = I: s.(t) P.·:{type j demands initiation into 




- For • 
• 
-µ.t 
• > J 
- . s I ( t) = µ I e ' 
' J J 
bution for the jth type 
the individual se_rvice time di:stti...;~-
and 





= P · { type· j is next in line} 
00 
.r~o- A • --
··, 
. : ,·,: 





J J dt. J J z. J 
m -µ.t 
=. ( 1/A) 1: A ,- µ . e J 
j=l' J J 
00 













Using · the. above generalized relationships, the baiance . egua-; 
tions for the system are 
. m , 
' . 
, -. _ _ • ~ -,- • 0 : , -~ -•. _ -~-:__ --d<lo-< t) / ._ .. d t =:- ,..10P O ( t > _ + ..; r1. __ :µ i _ 1 P0 C.:tl ---- ---~ -_-. ~----,------,--,------,-·~·· --'---· ~--·-_ .. ---'-'. ·;..-.=..· • -:-=-----· --:----:--_. ----- -· - . . . . : ·-··. . . . . . . . . .. - 1= . ' 
. ' . 
·-- ( 
1'- • - -·'· 
·. ... - " 
m 
+ (A ./A) L µi. il\ (t) 
.-· J· i=l 
(. = J i, ... ,m)"-
-· 
' . 
' . . "-... 
~' . . 
' i' . •· . ,., 
'l . 
d.P (t)/dt = .-(A+µ.) .Pn(t) +. AJ.P·
1
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• • '·•·. . I , 
. - -- - --•---- -· .- .. --'-- -·- --··· . -·-
.. 
.-~. 
"' . ·--·-- -: . - ~ -
which are readi~y-reduced to-·.the steady s.tate equations 
, ... ) 
i 
r, '•/J,/,, Vt._ + 
. •· ... m / 
l. 
- --"·---·····-· -~ ·----------- .=-0----=-- --~A-·---p------+-:--E·- ... -·,---l--µ .. -.-·--··-.-p--~---·----- . 
. . . ... . 0 ~ . i=l l 1 . J O . 
• • 
- . -m 
. 




• .. , 
----- -- - --
.. 
(n3:.1, j = 1, .•• ,m). 
The basic approach employed and the extent of the results 
obtai1:1able are the points of interest. .:.For this reason the 
algebra. which led to the results has been deleted·. The reader 
is referred to the or~ginal paper for the attendent details. 
., . 
Through the following series· of recursion· relations, it-~ 
is possible to calculate the .st~ady state probabi~ity of n 
. 
in the queue and the steady state probability that some 
member _of a particular type of arrival is in serv·ice and that 
n arrivals _pf any type are queued behind it. 
m . , , . - . 
-- --------
- -, ~·--- ' ,-. - ' - ... - . 
• -~· •• C ~ •• '.- • • p = .. · i - . L. A. /lJ .. 
-. ' _:_, .. . 0 0 1· -1 · --·-····---; __ · _________ ~ ~.,......... .._ _______ .,_. ---· ·-·-·-------·- ·-- - . . . . . ' ----'---- ~~----- ·~ C • -----"-'---,.---~ 
. "· ' - ' . . .,,, 
'. •. I 
. ~ .. 
Po = ( °"1/(l-~))~~d'o ' . .___...;__...~. i • ·-. ·-;- •• -:.-· .- ·, ' ~', •• 
-·--· 
', ',·,_ 
jpo = p,j/(A+µ) (1- .A_i)) oPo ·. 
2. ' 
P1 = (A~2/Cl- °'-2) ) oP6 
. . .. _ ·, ... 
' ' 
.. 
' l • 
. - . --· ---- - -- _ ...... . 
- -·-·· ~-- -
jPn = (A/(A+µj)) jPn-l •. <Aj/(J+µj)) Pn 'n>l 
-
- ' - - ----'-·-------· • ... ·, k ---- • ___ ' ·-- •• - ' ' • --- •• ·; ------·---- _- '~---· 
. 
. • ;~ - I 
.,,,, i' ' 
. . . 
- - - _. --· .. :.....:-·:....:....:.... -·. 
. . ' .. 
' ) .. ' \ . . - . . 
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· It follows then, . that the unconditional,, probability of · 
'a·· type j arrival in service ·at any. moment. is 
00 
. . 
- • p· = . 1: ' Ip = A • /µ · .. 
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·-- ____ _-, ___ . -- ' --·" ...... ' .,_._. ___ ........ '-· ----------------·---- .. -- -· ·------·,. '-----------------.. --·-·----~---------- - ---- _. _____ ,__ --===-- ____._' ··-----· I 
... 
'Also, if , . ·. , 
p (n.) = P{n. ·of the i th. type in queue I n total 
n 1 1 
tasks in queue} * P{n in--queue} 
= i>{n. I n}-' • p 1 n 
'-, 
then for 
P{n. I ll} = (n: .) (A./A)ni (1-A,/A)n-ni 
- i n. · 1- . 1 
. 1 . 
'Pn (ni) = (n: )(A./A)ni n. · 1 . 
' ' 1 
Additional results are the 
given by 
n = 
. m . ·2 







m . .. 
1~ I: . A./µ. 




of tasks • in queue, 
and the expected _nun,ber of tasks in the system, given·by 
. . .. 
_ m . m .2 
' :fls = . 1: · Ai/µi + " A. I: · Ai/µl I 
m .. 
1- I: · A·./µ. 
, · 1 1 
' 1=1 .. 1=l . 
·--~~~-' -·-. ----- ~-------------:------~------·------·-·---·---·-···--·-------·---·--·-- ······------·-----·· -··--· - ·- ·--·- - . . -- . '...... , ., .. 1.~.1.,.. ..... -· ·--·- ,,, ____ , --···---..... ----------
,, . . 
. . 
\ 
-~Lastly, formulas yie.lding information concerning the ~ai ting 
' . . . . 
. ' . 
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w is 
. . ... ' .. 
-' .. W · .
. -
-
~ ·. ). .;µ~ 
j~l J J I 
m 
1- r· A ./µ. 
j=l' J ~ --.. -
.. ~ ... 
' 
·., ' ' 
... 
·and for the two-populB.tion case, the ~a:iti~g·tiine ·aisti-ibu~ 
fion W(t) is ~ 
. : ,{ 
-.- ·--· . .. -. ; '. ·. ·- . 
. / . .,.. • t ., .• 
n 
'-· . ' 
,, 
·~-- ./,', .. 
''J ... . .... ' -. ···-·-·- .. ··-- - .. -~ . .._,.· ~- .. 1-·---
' ' 
. - ---='=.!:--== ~-- -
- - _ _. 
· 11 
- ' I 
'' 
' 
:1.' • ~ .... ' . 
· . ~--·w C.tl: = .• , *. -· . --~,-( --........ ~----~-·· ... --------·-----------· ..... -..,.--.. ··-~,-.... --~ .... --......... ,.-.-·--•·· 
., 
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e + · e 2 
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-·-·~··-~---~---------~-·---- . -------·-----···-- ·- -----····-"··--·--. -
u112 = - (1/2) i µ 1 - :\ 1 +. µ 2 .... -A 2 
t ,- , , t I 
From the preceding, it is quite apparent that the 
. system may be completely determined analyticallyo It is 
also true, however, that the extent of the assumptions 
made in developing the model lead to vecy sterile results_. 
/ --Once the model has been solved, it is quite possible to 
vary the input parameters to dete·:r:mine their effect on the 
'• 







. -........:,. _ .. 
. . . 
. ·. ~·" ' .. ' " 
. '.:,-'". 
of the system and evaluate the resultant effect. 
The method of analysis employed here is essentially 
a variation of the -classical queueing approach of writing 
. ·balance equations. As such, it is of limited value for 
system structures of even moderate complexity. 
---~. 
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. " . ,• 
~ GERT AND THE .COMPLEX SYSTEM I "' 
-- ! --- -·-"- -~--- ,··:_. 
'-· 
The characteristic of the complex system previously 
--
·-·-···--·-····--------
------~---: __ cc ________ described which makes the problem interesting is a~so the 
'"' ' . 
.. -··· .. ··-- - ···--· ---·-----·--------·-----·--
----..... 
factor which makes analysis of the system extremely difficult. 
. 
. 
If no interference between the two arrival types occurred, 
t~e decomposition principle would lead directly to a solution. 
It is the development of constricted access to a server which 
' ~ ~ 
establishes the system as an example of interest.· 
,' 
Possibly the greatest single difficulty wi~th the system 
. 
is the variation introduced into the arrival process. The 
process by which an arrival presents itself to the -service 
channel when both channels are accessible and that by which 
arrivals prese~t themselves at the instant a blockage is 
cleared may be radically different. Arrivals to the system 
occurring at random may ultimately become bulk arrivals to 
the sewers. ·Also, the state of th_e system to which a block-
age is cleared is strongly dependent upon the state from 
/which the blockage developed. 
At present, the solution of the complete system is still 
an unsolved problem. Nevertheless, there is much valuable 
information which may be ~~tai,ned about the behavior of the 
system by studying the ·system up to the point of blockage. 
Since the intent of this 'p,aper is to solve the blocked 
. 
-- -system for that pertinent information, a definition .of con-
· · gestion as _assumed in the following text 
-··-·---··---·---·-··· -
t::.~ 
might be ·in order. 
The system will b(: considered blocked at any·- point in time .- ------::'--- ·:.> :. --.. 
-
-·. _. .. _ ...... 
. that the number of arrivals of a particular type in the . 
_, 
system exceeds the-- available waiting space in the correspond- - 4 
-_~ng channel. That is, for channels of length one, a blocked 
. -r 
,. 
- ,,, .. 
'. - h- ,' 
'' - - .,.,~' ,'. -~ 
,, ' 
---·-· .·· 
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· sys tern- devel.ops when three arrivals of a given . type occur 
before a service is accomp~ished; etc. Al.so, since the 
' 
. 
•' ··-•-~-~,~-.... -·---·~-""'-''"'_.,,,, •••. ,r=•.---... .•• ' ' 
,. 
method of analysis employed in the solution as chosen for its 
demonstrated effictiveness in queueing problems, a brie'f 
description of GERT: Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique·, 
. 
·might prove helpful in following the analysis. 
•· 
A. GERT . i 





involved in the development of GERT, it is " ••• a technique 
for the analysis of stochastic networks." 1·t fallows, then 
that if the queueing situation under consideration may be 
formulated into a stochastic network, then GERT will be an 
acceptable means of an_alysis. The prc;,perties of a stochastic 
network as desqribed by the authors. are as follows: 
1. Each network consists of nodes denoting 
logical operations and directed branches. 
2. A branch has associated with it a prob-
ability that the activity represented by the. 
network will be performedo 
3. Other parameters describe the activities __ · 
which the branches represent. These parameter.s 
may be additive such as time or multipli_cative 
such as reliability. 
.. 4. A realization of a network is a particular 
set of branches and nodes which describes the· 
network for one experimento 
S. If the time associated with a branch is a 
random variable,· then a realization also implies 
that a fixed time has been selecteQ for each 
branch. 
'I\ 
While there are three types of n.odes · defi'hed for 
GERT, attention has been centered mainly upon networks· 
' ' 
____ ._._-______ gqrisisting solely_ of ouexcl.usi.ve ..... orn nodes. Si.nee this is_. _____ _ 
~, ,,. 
-, the only type of node applicable to the study at hand, 
-..:........~-~--:-----:-.·---~--------· this-brief exposition···of GERT will be--c·onf-ined~ to·· v0exclus-ive-------·-----· --. ·'.-6--"'~-
.,.,. ' ~ 
. . 
, ..... 1--,._,. . 
• -- .--•, '··•-'' -.-,, .. > • -~- ~L- ,. ..... '·='?-....... er..• 
or" networks o Symbolically, · an uu exclusive-or" node may take 
two for.ms as indi9ated in Figure 2e 
.. It is on the input side that the. "~xclusive~or" dis-
cipline is i.mposed · on the node. Any branch . leading into 
. ~ ' ' 
. . -
' . . 
~~---m-~~~u.1e .. -~--r1.-~··----~~~·····'."---'"---.-·-'-s,'"'"'..'·:--:·-~·:,,' • ·.~: • 
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The exclusive-or JJ.:ed·ea · .r 
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. lat erder 2:ntd erder 
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---, 
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Subst~ tuting i11to Mas.ea,' s-: rule?· the: above, values, , we· have::~ 
( 
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.. 
an "exclusive-or" node will cause the node to be realiz~d, 
but the node is only reachable through one b.ranch at a time. 
Output from any GERT node may be either deterministic or 
.. ,\ 
probabilistic~ Deterministic output requires tha·t. all branches 
exiting from the node be· taken with probability one, wherea.s·-~~- · 
a probabilistic output guarantees that only one output node 
-----IT--.a(.&>..,o ____ J..•ll"/.,l,,_...._..,• .. ..,,. ... ,.,_ ..... ._ .. _.r.,,4,.,,~--.,,1•~•••·• _.,, .... ,,.,.-_.,,..·., ••. -..- .-... ~~"··•• .,,.,.,,,r,..,_.,._••-•·•••"'"" .. '"••-•n•~o.-•-.. l•-•••~-·•""'••'"'•••---,.,,.-_,.,.....,_.,0----··•••-•-•••""---•"-"""'"""-•-•----·--·----·---------··---·-·--··----------~---------··--·- - ··---· - - -----~••·--·----•-• • 
will be selected according to the assigned probabilities of 
-----·---~ -----·--·-----------·-·-- - ··-·. - ---· ----
- .-
. the output branches. 
·---
One of the components, then, of· a GERT network is the 
logical node which may be used to define states of a system 
to traverse a network from one node to another necessitates 
the defining of a se~ond component which may be called 
directed branches, arcs, transmittances, etc. The directed. 
branch indicates the order in which the nodes it connects 
are realized by the sides of the nodes it terminates at. 
Associated with· a branch are two p·arameters which define 
the branch. Each branch has an assigned probability, which 
is conditioned upon the realization of the node from which 
it eminates and an .ass~gned time, which is conditioned upon 
the selection of the branch·. 
To include both parameters in a transformation function 
which could -e treated uniformly throughout a network required 
the creation of a new function. The originators of GERT 
choose to define a function w (s) as the product of the 
-
conditional probability of selecting the branch, p, and the 
conditional m()J.nent generating function of.the time to traverse 
the branchu to The nature of flowgraph arithmetic requires 
that the function w(s) be a multiplicative variable.. Since 
probabilities may be multiplied, they have ·been incorporated 
into the function w(s) without any modification.. Time, ·· 
. . 
howeveru is an additive quantity so that some conversion was 
necessary to incorporate it into the multiplicative trans~ 
mittanceGI The authors chose the moment generating function 
r ..-, ~ • 
-· 
' 
·- . () , 
·-- -~-;-;-~-. -- - since the moment generating function· of the\ sum of two independ-. 
. ... 
•· 
-, . ' ' .. 
·. ',.. . 
... __ , •.\ -·.--·- ---- 'I ,-L . . _ ·. , , . ..,I "'·:. · :.,.. ." ,· _ 
' -.,,. ·, . 
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. .• ' 1:· 
·1 :r • 
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ent random variables is equal to the product of the indiv-
. ·· ········ · ·. , j.dual moment generating functions. ·· .... · ·... --- ······- · : - ·· ·'"·-···- ·-~ '·--·- .. --·--··--·--·-- .. 
'' 
' - ··- ..... -· 
.. 
~·· ' . .- - ~ 
Thus, 
w(s) = p M (s) = p tie8 t} t 
( 
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·-
-------- ---
--·----~ --·-----~-....... . for .a thorough understanding of the problem solution and 
· therefore has been omitted. The interested reader may want 
to see Pritsker (8), (9), (10) and Whitehouse. (11) •. 
. -- ' 
To solve an open flowgraph of any significant size 
requires· that tp.e transmittance through the network., be deter-
mined by Mason's rule~ Before statin~Mason's rule and· · 
wP•, 
' 
providing an example ,o.f its ·application, some basic termin-
ology must be defined. 
path -- A path through a network is any sequence of 
nodes which will c·ause the terminal node to 
.be realized without realizing any given node 
· more than once. 
ls,t Order Loop -- A first order loop in any closed 
path which will cause the return to the 
initial node 0£ the loop without re~lizing 




Mth Order Loop -- An m order loop consists of m 
non-touching first order loops. 
With the above definitions in· mind, Mason's rule may 
.. 
' _;, ___ . ..: 





L :e. (s) (1 + I: (-l)m L(m,s) 1 
- .. ' J 
- .J ... - ..... m 
~-, ___ _ 
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_..., 
-- .... '·- -
1 + I: I: . (-l)m L. (m,s) 
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= equivalent transmittance between initial 
~ 
and terminal node 
,,, 
= i th loop or order m 
= w function of the jth. path 
L (m) . = sum of the w f~_ncti.ons of loops of order· 
17 
·' . _.,. 
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l-' . r ,.,, . ,· -~ 
·,r 
.,, •.\ 
. --~ ---··--~-------~-~ -------- --- ____ . m not touching jth path .... __ 
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The example shown in Fig~re 3 will i.11-ustrate -the appli-
cation of .Mason's rule to an .open flowgraph • 
Application of the preceding formula will provide wE (s) 
as the solution to ~he flowgraph, but some means of separating· 
the information contained in the equivalent .ti:ansm.i ttance 
must be provided or the result is useless.\ It is obvious that 
• 
r ,, 
the originators of GERT had to develop a means of obtaining 
that information. Actually, the results are available with 
a minimum of effort. We have 




Now that the moment generating function of the time to 
the completion of the network has been obtained, any number 
of moments of the distribution about the origin ·by di£fer-
entiating the moment generating function to the degree equiv-




~at s=O. ·· For a discussion of the development of confidence-., _____ --c---
intervals for the various means of approximating density .. 
functions to the output moments II the reader is referred. to 
Whi.tehouse (11). In actuality 6 for any large scale systems-, 
it· becomes extremely laborious to carry through the calcula-
tions necessary to obt4?-ining. the ·moment ·generating functions 
of the output.· T.o solve complex systems with GERT, a ·computet" 
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is mandatory since·the number of loops and paths expands 
rapidly. Certainly, the computer is not capable of carrying 
"" '. c--•'•.....-..--.... ...--T'_-S.--;-~- I 
an abstract expression like a moment generating function and 
then differentiating the result at the endo This was of 
course taken into account in the development of the computer 
program for solving GERT networks. While the·- program does 
make available the first two moments of the time required to. 
"realize a given terminal node, ·it is· obtained without the 
benefit of the moment generating funutione A justification 
for the pro.cedure employed in determin-ing the moments has 
,.been prepared by Pritsker (8) along with a description of the 
input and output formats of the program. 
B. The·System 
There are several properties of the- queueing network 
under consideration which suggest GERT as an acceptable 
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done in relating GERT to the theory of queues was accomplished 
by Whitehouse (11), (12). By defining the states of a single 
server, f i_rs t in line priority queue as the number of arrivals---• 
in the system at any given point in time, and the transmittances 
as the transition probabilities and times with which these 
·states are visited, the simple queueing situ~tion may be 
formula~ted. as a GERT network.. 
Since the system accepts arrivals of two distinct types, 
·' 
the result is a prolife·ration ·of· possible states. Analysis 
of the network with GERT demands that all possible states be 
----,.-._,....,,...~---enumerated. Not on·ly does this require an in depth knowledge --- .. - __ .,_,,, ______________ _ 
. of the internal:, behavior of the system;' but also it provides 
a check on the comp·leteness ·· of the model. 
,.._ • ••:•• r ,1«..--._.l'.'.I, .. ,•. N ......... '.. 
Finally,, the system up to the point of congestion, may be. 
treated as a finite queue length situation. For reasons which 
·. will be enumerated later, GERT is of extremely limited value 
. _I": .-
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for systems which may attain an 
queues however u • 1n where a 






























of graphi·cal analysis are 
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ANALYSIS OF THE COMPLEX SYSTEM 
.20 
: ~ ' . .. 
. . . 
. ' ' ~ 
' ... \ ,, 
For ·the purposes of conducting the analysis, a con-
t~r·e-te example which the --author has encountered will be used . 
. 
~---~---··----·---"--__ · __ ---as- the ... framework· for the discussion •... The example to be-- ... 
'~ . 
'· . 
' ... _. 
-
considered is a highway exit ramp which provides -access to. 
the secondary road through a Tc:atype intersection. Auto- .~. 
I -
mobiles are provided with a single lane·up to a point 
' 
shortly before the actual intersection. At this point, the 
lane widens to pennit those vehicles.desiring to tu~n right 
to separate themselves from the left turning vehicles. 
Figure 4 depicts the situation. 
Automobiles which attain the head of a channel may be 
considered to be in the process of being served, with 
service being complet~d for th~ vehicle when it enters the ·· 
(l, 
secondary road. Move up times to the service .location will 
·• 
· be assumed to be negligible since they may be accomplished 
-
,. as the preceding yehicle vacates the system. A service fo;r 
system is equivalent to the appearance of a gap in the 
traffic flow. In a paper publish~d on highway. merging, 
Evansu Hernson, and Weiss (6) mention that for light traffic, 
' :: .... . 
I • 
·the gaps in traffic flow may be taken to be independent, 








. a process, si:milar to the highway merge, so·· that service --
. . ' 
from the right lane·would be exponentially distributed. 
,, 
For a left tuJCn to be completed.would necessitate gaps 
... ·, . 
appearing simultaneously in both streams of traffic. But 
this event, which is the joint occurrence of two independ-
ent( exponentially distributed events is also exponentially i! . 
. . 
.,.. 
- -- .. , .. ···•- . 
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distributed. If µ 1 is defined a~ the·· number of left turn 
· opportunities per unit time period and µ 2 is defined as 
the number of right turn (only) per unit time period, then 
' we have the following 
.. 
· -~---- ---_ µ1 + µ 2 =·number of- rignt tur~s/uni t time period 
' '··.1 
'. ·;,. . . 
' 
-




·µ 1 = number of left turns/unit time period 
. - ------·-_ - _ _._ --- ------·-···--· 
-·-- ----·-··-- ----, ---·--
. ' To illustrate, if there is one left hand arrival in the 
system, it will be served at a rate µ1 ; if there is a . 
. ' 
· right hand arrival in the system, it will be served at a -
. . 
. -
"' rate 11 1 -I"' µ 2u but .. if there is one of each arri"?'al type,· 
the right.hand arrival may be served with a service rate 
· µ2 or they both may be served at the service rate µ 1 • Two cases are to be considered which provide solutions 
to the congestion problem by way of the specific example. 
In the first case, the arrival process will be assumed to 
be random, and in the second case no specific arr.j.val pro-
cess will be assumed. 
A. Poisson Arrivals 
~ 
.---·· ----
••.•• a- ·- ---- -·- -·--·--· 
·-·· .. ---·-·.---~--- -:- - -.-·~ - --·--
..,. .: ·t. . 
~ 
. 
In the original· papers ·by-Whiteh·ouse relating queueing 
to GERT, he approximates a Poisson arrival, exp·onential 
serviae case with an·Imbedded Markov chain, and then in-
corporates the transition matrix into the flowgraph as the 
. ·transmittances. 
--- For the example considered here; it isc clear ·.from the 
. . , : 
.... "' ~ 
-description of the service proces·s that during any very 
small time interval bat, only one type of. service mayfoccur. 
I .. 
·-·------· Now, - suppose ·that the arrivals to the s'ystem are ge·nerate-d 
!' •, ... 
· · from a Pois~on·· process wi'th parameter Ao From the dis-
·--- . ·---- - ------· -- -- -
----·-------··-.. ---------._-· · .. - -·· ··· ·cussion of the decomposition principle in- the two server,· 
,. 
- two queue case, we .have the result that the arrivals #to 
. 
. 
. the individual channels are Poisson with parameters pA and · 
qA. If we develop -,a modified birth and death process where 
the probability of an arrival in a small time intexval ·At 
' \ . 
' ,11r·· 
. 
. . ',', 
. 
. . ' . . 
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' 
· ·· · ·--· ·-·· ·- ·is A~t, the pro~,~_il~:t~:~s of either s·ervice type are µ1~t 
,· 
' ' 
. ' y 
! • -- ,, I • 
·_ and µ 2~t res~ectively, and the probability of more than 
· one transi·tion in the time interval is of order magnitude 
· ·less than ~ti/ then a Markov transition matrix may be. 
-
written for the system. 
Before defining the transition matrix it is necessary 
. .... . 
to deve·lop· a _staridardized notation to describe the states. 
,_..._ __ ~----- .. -------"'-- ------·--· ·-
.. ~ . 
. 
... .... ..... ,, ......... . ,_ 
.. 
. .' 1 ~, .. i.. • r". '• 
.-.~. 
----------·-----------













• ,,: " J 
hand digit indicates the number of left hand arrivals in 
-
~e system and the r~ght hand digit in_dicates the number of 
right hand arrivals c - A block~ge resulting from a r~ght 
hand arrival is 1 indicated by RB and LB indicates a left 
. , ' 
., blockage o 
' .-
" For an. elementary system with channels of length one, 
we have the following transition matrix as shown in 
Figure 5. In formulating the matrix into flowgraph form, 
the moment generating functions of the service and inter-
arriyal times are appended to the transition probabilities • 
Recent work by Whitehouse has -- lead to an exact solution to 
- the simple Poisson arrival, exponential service time. 
system which takes full advantage of GERTo 
- - -
The formulation which Whitehouse has developed rests 
on the·well known result that a Poisson arrival process 
has exponential interarrival timeso Therefore, the time 
. transmittance encountered in leaving a node by any of 
· its branches wi·11 ·have an exponential density with its. 
parameter equal to the sum of the parameters which pertain 
. ' . 
a--'-----------~-e> the nodeo -~ssentially, it is the density function of 
- - --- --- ··"---
-- - - - ---- - - ---:-,-, - -~a·-• 







---"-'--· ___ __, ____ determined. - - --- - ---- ------~ --· --y · - - ---- · ________ -
' j' 
. . 
- To illustrate suppose we have the case for which the 
_____./ 
.. Markov transition matrix was written, and consider. 
state:11. The density function for the time elapsed before-
·State 11 is vacated is given by . ' 
. . 
. . . ' 
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Figure ,5 .t 
I • 
I . • • T~,nsition 
I 
matrix for system having unit channel lengths 
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I' , ' • 
.. :,. . ' ~' . . . 
' . ' 
,' . - .. 
, .. f (t) 
' ' 
. 
' ,, \. , .. 
: I' , 
While it is a certain event· th·at the node will be vac·ated 
. , , ·,. , s ··.·- ~- :· , '., . . 
''""'"'~ .. 
at some time t, the probabilities have not ·been assigned 
..• ' 
~·-·=~--- .. · ---- --to the branches o The probabil.i ties · are assigned to_ t:h_~_-_--__ .. _--,c.._ -,--'-_·,_c...=.· :; .. -~---------··· ____ _ 
branches accordi~g to t.h-e following-- relationship. 
. . 
- - ·,~···- ·-----· -- - -- - . 
B 
--
--- __ ., ________ _ 
-··--- ' ____ · ............ -.· ............ -.--·-""'"'-"• 7· ---·--·~- ---- --·--· 
P • = a. t.. a. 
' -- --------- ~-- ------ . - - ' --·~---· .... ----~-~------~· 
-
· - 1 1- . 1 
- . . 1=1 ----- -·----- --
--~ _pi = .Probability of traversing branch i-
·a. = Parameter of exponential distribution for 
1 
branch i 
B-= Number of branches exiting node 
Since the moment generating function of an· exponential 
distribution is given by ..... ~ 
. -1 
M(s). = (1 - s/a) 
thew function for the branches exiting from node 11 are 
'TO Node 
00 




I!, ' , ' 
· w ('s) 
. . . . 
<11 1(.(:\+µ1+11 2>) • 
• 
-1 (l-s/(;\+µ1+µ2)) 
' ' -1 
.(l-s/(:\+µ1+µ2)) 
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,·· The remainder of· the tran.smittances are indicated on their---· ., __________ .,..__ - ,·~- ... ''' ' 
appropriate branches in the flowgraph of the system shown 
in Figure 6. · 
In order to-demonstrate more .. e~sily the information 
r, 
., ' . ..lj. 
___ :_·=~~~ ~~-, _______ ·Which may be obtained about the system, the expediency of 
·-· '-~· specific numerical example w.i-11 be employed. - The set. of 
. 
._ .:.~-----._··:·-:-·· . 
.· ·: 
~ 
' •. -, _. ~' 
j'.. . 
", parameters are 
-
. 
- ---·- - ------------------ ~--··---·-- --
. - --- ,_, ______ ,_ --~,.--------- - ·-
-·-·- -----·- -·- ---·· 
~ 
--1.· = 2 arrivals/unit time period 
... 
p - q - Q.50 
- -
E3ervices-/uni t time period µl··- - 2 
2 services/unit time period µ2 -
Some o-f the information which may be obtained about the 
system is illustrated as follows: 
Pr·ob·ab·i·1·i·ty· ·o·f· b·1·o·ck·a·g·e· ·an·a· n10:men·ts· ·o·f· ·t·irne· ·t·o· b·1·ock- . 
' 
. 
·ag·e ·f·r·ont' ·c·1·e·a·r·e·a· ·sy·s·t·emo In this case., it is assumed that 
the system begins in the 00 state, and the probabilities 
of both left and right blockages are calculated. The sys-
tem, which is depicted in Figure 7, is the numerical equiv-..... ..,,. ....... 
',I'-, "----..........___,. 
alent of Figure 6. It may be seen that the loops and paths 
through the system are those itemized in Table a. 
·To RB 
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' 0 L • • 
• 0 
' i ' ' 
· functions for each of the terniinal nodes. .. ,- ~ ,, 
•,· ,, ' ... ' 
I I i ' 
. '·._ ·. '''·,~ 
. -
.. 
. · .. , 
- ---~·•- I.·•,""'•' -- . .c..=,.. '-:-· :--·,~c:c_•_-•••, ·-.-~-1 
. - - ·-· ..... '-·- - . ..,. . ··- --- - ,•. __ ,.__ .. w · = (32-12s+s2) / (80-228s+l08s2-l8s3+s4) 
-- RB 
. . 
·~ ; .... ' - - •• ,. ••. " 1 __ ... 




- - -~The_probabilities are therefore, 
---- --------- ---
---------- ~- - ------
- - -- --~ - ~- - - - . - - -- -----------
- - ·- --- ------- -·-· - - - .. 
' ,. 
- I ~ • 
;, ~ ,, ',: ' . 




Mt(s) = w(s) / w(O) 
it fallows 1:hat 
'"p"" = w (0) = ··32/8-0-. 




E (t) = D9 (~t (s)) I s=O = D8 (w(s)) I s=O / w(o) 
= (1/p) • D9 (w(s)) I s=O· 
---·--· --.-~~----.. ----~ 
S·olving for the expected va·lue of the_ times for each -block-
age, we have 
. ' 
ELB (t) = (1/0. 60) • ((80) (-14) - (48) (-326)) / (80) 2 
·= 2. 53 
ERB(t) = (1/0.40) • ((801 (-12) - (32) (-326)), / (80) 2 
= 2.45 .. 
.. . 
_ . Further momen.ts of the distributions may be obtained by· 
successive differentiations of the moment.generating func-
_ ....... ·-. 
... - . ' . 
tions. .,. ... ,r-, • • . --- ' ~ • 
-
' . ....,. .. - ~ 
.,. I 
·reb·1o·ck·ag·e·, · g·i ve·n· ·a, b·1·o·c·k·a·g·e· ·i·s· ·c·1·e·ar·e·a· ·t·o· ·a· ·c·e~:r·t·a·iri ·s·t1:ite. 
A most important proper·ty of the system is the duration of 
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· formation may be obtained by structuring the flowgraph as in - _:__ . 
~· . I 
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· ·· ···-·----·-... .:.----·-'""--i---· ... ·a· blockage is cleared .to state 10 will be considered. 
,· 
' . 
~. Return to a 10 state implies that the event which occasioned 
~ 
,. . . 
, .. ) . 
· the return was a 1·eft service u so that the transmittance . 
1' • ' 
. · · to the 10 state must include the moment generating function· .. ~1 
. 
-~ (1 - s / µ1 ) e Solution of the flowgraph yields the 
-· 
respective w functions 
-- -------- . --· 
·- ~~--·----···-· 
----~ ·- - -- ---·-··- - ----- .. - --------- ---·· .. --- -······· -·- -·-· --· ------· ----
- - . ---- - --
- .;~-(~) = (-2s3+30s2-128s+l12f / Den 
··--· "-~· 
wRB(s) = (2s2-20s+48) / Den .. 
1 . Den 
\which indicates that the probabilities are 
pLB = 112/160 = 0.70 ·pRB = 48/160 = 0.30 
and the expected time for th~ir occurrences are 
ELB (t) - (1/0. 70) ( (160) (-128) 
- (112) (-532)) I (160) 2 • 
- 2.19 
·' , 
/ .(160) 2 
, - . 
. ERB (t) - (1/0.30)'. ( ( 160) (-20) 
-
(48) (-532)) • 
• 
- 2.90 
The information gained in this section for the 10 state m~y 
also be compiled for the 11 and 01 states. 
• 
T·ime· ·ft,r ·r·e·tu·rn ·to· -~·a·1e·, · SJ'i v·en· ·n·o· b·1·ot.~k·a·gE3· ·h·a:s· ·o·c·cu·r·r·ed. ( ·-··· This requires that the flowgraph for the system be redrawri 
as in Figure 9 o Since all loops which returned _the system to the 00 state are now considered paths to the idle state, 
• 
e the new network is far less complex. The equivalent w function between 00 and 00' is given by 
' 2 4 3 2 
· . 
wE(s) = (6s -50s+l00) / (s -14s +69s -140s+l00) 
-
. ' 
· 'SO that the expected time for the recurrence· of the idle-. ~. . state 1s 
.r· 
:~ -
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. ( ' 
. · · · Calculations of the· recurrence times may also be obtained 
for the other states in th~ system by reconstructing the 
· graph as an open system. 
Numbe·r ·of· ·t·ime·s· the· sy·s·tem ,,i·s·:it·s~---th·e· 'id.le!. s·t;a·te· .. b·e·f<>re 
reb·lt>ck·a:g·e·, · ·g·i·ve·n· ·a: b·1·o·ck·age· ·i·s· ·c·1·e·a·re·a· ·t·o· ·a· :.cex·t·a·in~ ·s·t-ate •. 
. .. 
,. 
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As demonstrated by Whitehouse (11) fl counters may be intro-
. . 
duced into the flowgraph to register the number of times 
a given node is visited. By introducing an e 0 tag on ·_all 
......... _ 
- . 
·transmittances entering the 00 state, an equivalent trans-· 
-mi ttance for\ the flowgraph~ may be obtained which i·s a function 
-: 
of both sand c. Since e 0 is the,moment generating function 
of a constant of value 1, the expected number of times the 
00 state is occupied before a reblockage (of either type) 
occurs, given a blockage is cleared to state 11 by a right 
service. We have · 
M(c) = M(c,s) f = w(c,s) J 
s=O s=O 
= (480-160 e 0 ) / (1056-736 e0 ) 
which.gives, the expected value as 
E ( count) = I D c (M ( c) ) I 
~ c=O 
... 
- [ (1056-736 ec) (-160 ec) 
-
''':-:"'~ .... ~ 







(1056-736 C) 2- J e --
c=O. 
~while there are many more ways in which counters may be 
~- ·employed in studying the system, they a3:_e of questionable 
·value for systems of any greater complexity than the one 
considered herea If the system under consideration consisted 
of ._channels with two wai t=i.ng spaces, to obtain the probability 
. ,., ,, 
'/ . 
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and moments for a left blockage would require· th·e · solution · 
" 
of a flowgraph_with 18 paths·. and 27 .first_order loopso It 
,, ·.· was not COllSidered necessary ·t·o identify loops of higher , ·· 
--·--- _ . order to conclude that solution of this system by __ Mas_onLs-c-~-- ---... i-----~~~=:~-----.. ----'-·--,---O--~ ·--------- -- --
-· 
~. . --· .. ·"'-.. ,~-
,. .. , . -. . .... 
-~--
•• 1. 
rule ·would be- at best distasteful.~ (Figure·.··· 10-.) 
B •. Generalized Arrivals 
--~--ctn __ the .... paper~ by--W-hitehouse---~en--GERT · -and---que-ue~ng----re-ferred---
to earlierg· consideration was given to- the imbedded Mark.av 
chain approach of Kendall (7) o In the source paperu Kendall 
l . 
. considers a GI/M/s queueing sys.tern which he solves by using 
the concept of "arrival epochs". While it might have been 
desireable to ,,obtain a_ s.olution for the system based, on 
"departure epochs au· so that -service distributions other than 
exponential might have been imposed on the serving facility, 
the presence of two servicing rates make such a formulation 
difficult to conceive. Fortunately, for the example under 
discussion, the exponential distribution is a good assumptio:n 
as previously noted. 
. The concept of "arrival epochs" examines the s·ystem at 
the instant inunediately following the event of,an arrival to 
the system. Transitl-on probabilities from a given state are 
developed as a direct result of .the interrelationship between 
the exponential and Poisson distributions. Successive states 
of the system may be incremented only in unit steps whereas no 
-
such restriction is placed upon decrementing the number in the 
system. It follows that as the number in the system increases, 
the number of ,nodes reachable from that state increases. It 
·also follows that- if the nsnapshots" of the system are only 
- --· ,. -··. ~ \ 
taken immediately following an arrival, the imbedded proce·ss , 
will never attain an idle, o~ 00 state • 
·1 .. , 
Consider now the example we have been working with 
modified to have channels containing two waiting spaces. S~ppose 
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:,1gure 10. 
determine. number· of· idle 
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I ) . 
' ' .· ' +' ' ... j 
....... --- · t , where. t is the time of·· an arrival, would find the: sys.tern . - --· ···~· -- ~ :,--,.i..--~--~_. --,···· - . 
... .. :rt) -· 
,, 
in one. of four possible states ·-- 01, 10, 11, 02. The first 
two may only be attained if a servi,ce occurred during the 
interarrival 1ntervalu the latter twou only if no service 
occurredG Since the service times are exponential 0 the 
probability of _the· state of the system being either 11 or 02. 
V would be 
t-,-----,---,-------=-----------.--.----------·· --- --- ______________ ,, _____________ .......... -------·---.----------~--------------·---------------.. ----.-· -- ............ --- ------- ------ ,_ ____ ---- ---------
. : -----~--- - --·~---- --· - - -
p · {2 units· in system} = P · {no service before next arrival}_ .. 
:;.;..-,.a,.·• .-
.:. ' ' ,. ' '. 1"'·,J ~ 
' ' 
= ,: J<µ1 +-ll2>t1°. e-(µ1 + µ2)t / O! ~FA(t) 
where 
distribution of interarrival times 
-If one service occurred in the interval between arrivals, that· 
would be sufficient to guarantee that the system ~ould be in 
' ' + - ? 
either states 10 or 01 at time to It is obvious that gaps 
in traffic do not occur only when there is a car waiting to 
turn. Therefore, the probability that there will be one unit 
• 
in the system at time tis 
P1 .= P {1 unit in systelll} ' . 
' 
= P·{1,2, ••• , m, •• services before next arrival} 
-
= 1 - /: [(µl t ll2)t] 0 • e-(µ1 + µ2)t / O! dFA(t.) 
'Now if the arrivals generated from the generalized 
interarrival time distribution desire to turn left with 
c,<" 
probability p and right with probability (1-p) ·= q, then 
the preceding results may be rewritten as 
p11 = P·{system goes to·state 11} 
~-. 
= P · {d.eft arrival}. P · {no r~ght service before arrival} 
_-=p. /: [(µ 1 +µ 2)t]O • . e-(µ1+µ2)t dFA(t) . 
. .. p 02 ' = P · {syStem goes. to state 02} 
•' 
• /', J• ,I • • 
' . 
··--··-·· ·- - ~--•,,.. . -, ·-- - -· 
Joo [( + )t] 0 e-(µl + µ2)t ~ q. 0, µl µ2 - • '• 
. ... , -. "' '' . ,, '. -
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P . = p~·{sy~··s.t·em g·oes ·to. state 10} 
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· This same sort of straightforward analysis ___ m~_tlQt ·---~-----'--· 
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. however be applied to states with more than one unit in them. -
at the beginning of the "arrival epochnc Suppose now th~t 
the system is in state 22 at time t and the interar.rival 
period is ta. The s~ates which the system may assume at time 
+ (t + t ) are lm, LE, 2~, ·12, _21, 11, 20, and Olo Which of 
. a 
these states the system attains is a result not only of the 
numb·er of servi·ces in the interarrival periodu but also the 
type of services. For example, the state 21 may be reached 
as the result of a co~ination of one left service, no right 
service, and a left arrival; -or as the result of no le':f t 
service, right services of number greater than or equal to 
-.... ~-'--, 
. 
two, and a right arrival. Symbolically 
\ 
p21 = P·{system goes to state 21} 




.. In -re-aching a blocked state from 22, the nature of the service 
which occurs is extremely important. 
occur, n9 service of any kind may be 
interarrival interval, so that 
For a right ~lockage to 
accomplished in the 
PRB = P · {system goes to state RB} 
= q. /~ e-(µ1 + µ2)t dFA(t) 
0 
-,. 
whereas' for a left blockage to occur, no left service may_ 
be accomplished· but unlimited right service. may take place,_ 
. , 
so that 
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ities, but this would lead to a corictirrent emptying of the. 
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-
right service channel so that·the-n·e:~rt--arri·val wotflcr--·proauce 
a 10 or 01 state o A c'"omplete_ listing of .the states. reachable 
' . 
--1" .. from' a given state, the combination of services·- which would 
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are listed in Table 2. 
One of the major advantages of the· "arrival epoch"· process 
employed in the model is the ease with which ·information 
concerning blockages may be.obtained. Blockages are generated· 
by arrivals, and we are examining the system ~t the instant r 
that the arrival occurs which causes a blockage. This is 
also, however, a major drawback since in the present formul-
ation no information may be obtained concerning the idle 
periods of the facility. Fortunately, the _GERT formulation 
of the system allows for slight modifications which will 
provide such results •. 
Suppose that once again the system is in state 01 at 
time O. It has already been shown that the probability of 
being in either states 01 or 10 at time ta+ is given by 
pl= 1 - /: e-(µl + µ2)t dFA(t) 
' 
its 
Thew function~or this event would be the product.of this 
probability and the moment generating function of the inter-
arrival time distribution dFA(t). 
Now if a dummy node 00 is introduced between the states 
01. and the state consisting of either 01 or 10, ·as indicated 
,, 
in Figure 11-, i "t: would be reached with a probability equal to 
p1 • It is also true that the states 10 and 01 would be 
reached from 00 with probabilities p and q respectively. 
-
This still does not provide any way of determining the duration 
of_ busy cycles in the system. Wh.ile the service times have. 
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Mome:at gener·at1ng .. function. re.r·· constant·_ 
iitterarri val'_ time'. 
•. J' 
= Ko·nlen.t generating· function. of.~· servic.e·.: 
tim.e distri utign.· 
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bee'n "3sumed to be exponential, the times associated with 
the branches entering the 00 state may not be represented 
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. --:·:-·· --,-, ~-- .. -- ---- ...... . --T aJt ing a specific example, suppose that the ··inter-
~--"'·· .. i 
. ' 
arri val times are a eonstant of magnitude k; - The distribu-
- tion function of the interarrival times would then be 
---------------- . . .. .. ............. .. ------·· -----------~---------------
l. ,,_. 
.·., ,- ,.. 
I . 
.p (t) = l for t=k 
= 0 for t;lk 
-
Return to the 00 state from 01 would then. occur with · 
probability 
p00 = 1-e-ak where a= µ1+µ 2 
but this describes the likelihood of one or more services t· 
--
. >(. 
occurring in the time period k so that the-moment generating 
function of tjle time, to accomplish the service must be 
conditioned up.on the fact that at least one service must 
occur before t=k. ~herefore the. exponential distribution 
,• .. /-
of the service time must be truncated at t=k and normalized 
over the range (0 ,k). This may be accomplished by deter-
.. 
mining c1 such _that . ..._ 
' . 
k 
1 =Cf e-at dt 
- l··-·o _ (-1/a) ,e ~atl~ . . . , = C 1 
. ' 
= c1 (1-e -ak). (1/a) 
·, -
. : __ so that 
'II.Do 
··: 
·----·-- _.::..: · -~~·~· --------~:· _________ :~ -- -~ -- -- · ------------ -ak --~·- -----·-----~--=----·---~--------~ ---·------.,.--------: · --------- ·. · 
· · - · c1 = a/ C 1-e ) · . · 
.. . 
"' -.._c . , '• • 
~.
·.z. 
__ ,,:. ' . 
_:·Thus the conditional service distribution given··. that the . 
· branch · to 00 has bee·n selected is 
.. ' 
· ""'-' -at f Ct) = c1 e 
·-f . ' ... 
./ ; .· _;· . 
JI, 
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· Now, the ,mo~ent generating £unction is defined as E{86 t}; · .r· .. ·. · -
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~-c (e-<~s)k_l) / la-s) 1 
. Mt (s) = a. (1-e - (a-s) k) / (a-s) • (1-e -ak) 
(t_~ . 
• .. :-:;·. ;.: -
For the scale of the problem considered here, the 
.,,r 
only realistic means of the cbmputer as suggested previously. 
Consequently, the only moments which would be necessary to 
obtain a solution to the flowgraph are the first two 
moments about the origin. These may be shown to be .-





E (t2) - cl (2- (k2a2 2ka 2) e -ak) I a3 -
~hus, the transmittance from 01 to 00 has been d~fined by 
a probability p 1 , and· a service time distribution.· 
The dummy state 00 is also reachable from every state 
in the system except for the absorbing states, RB and LB • ' •J 'C '";"" 
' . 
I • 
--· • l 
-
. ' 
···-·· .. --- ·----------=--~· - ---- -~·-··-- ..... __ ,. -- To attain th·e 00 state from either 10 or 11· requires the . 
occurrence of atleast one left service opportunity so that 
the moment generating functions associated with the'branches . . ~ . 
' 
leading to 00 from poth states will be as indicated for 01. -·--------·---· ---···- ---··· 
,t,. 
.In either. case, the c~nstant·a=µ 1 o It is obvious that 
.these results are not sufficient to describe all branches 
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Return to the oo' state from states -20, 21, and 22 all 
" '"r••·•.,..,.~ .. .-....-.....--- .. ~.- 4,, ,,·~.-,--..-..-- ~,, .. , •. , I• ..J 
· require the appearance of at least two left turn opportun-
: ities prior to the next arrival. · Similarly, the 00 state 
I'" ' 
may be 1reached from state 02 only if at least two service 
I .,-•' 
'1'-•-, • .l. ' ' 
., . 
~ ' ... 
· ·- "~--_--~---·opportunities of either type occur o A well known resul~ --· -----.~-------~---· --- -
-
- - ------. _, ·--------- --·-··. 
states that the time required to complete two e.xponentially 
distributed seryices in succession has an Erla~g distribu-
. . . 
,,_,~:, ... tion or order two. ~gain, for the constant interarrival 
o ' ) ~· I -I' 
-
·- .. · . .L·~· 
- .. 
' ·• 
-- . t 
" _J .. ,: ... __ ., 
. • ' '_q • ',: ,,_. •·• ·--~ • ) 
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. . . 
._·,-~-y~·\-,:· .·.:-·_' .• . 
·---------
time exaritple,_ the distribution must be truncated at t~k 
and normalized over the interval (O,k) •. If the service 
time parameter is a, we have to,determine c2 such that 
1 C f t ·e-2at dt ' = 2 
S.O that 
(-t/2a) e -2at, J~ - ( ~l/2cl') 2 e -2at t . \~ 
(-k/2a) e~2 ak + (1/~a2) .(1-e-2ak) 
c2 = · ( 4a
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(te(s-2a)t) ·1 (s-2a) t ,~ _ !~ e(s-2a)t/(s-a) dt 
Mt(s) = c2 . [ke(s-
2 a>~ / (s~2a) ~ (e(s.;.2a)k - 1)/(s-2a) 2 
which when solved for the first' two moments yields 
:E(t) = C2: (1-(2a2k 2+2ak+l)E:~-2.ak) / (4a3) 
L ,,', ·., 
,• 
- . 
. · E (t2) = c2 (3~ ( 4a
3k 3+6a2k2+6ak+3) e-2ak) / (8a 4) <t I • •. 
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' . These results provide the moments of the distributions for ., 
I ' • ' 
· ·~e 00 branches of 20, 21_,_ and 22 when a = µ1 , and ·for the 
'"'"i ' ' 
·o·o branch of ?2 when a = µ1+µ2· 
.~ ,_. The remaining case to be considered is the time. dis·tri.- · . 
. '\ i·. ' -
-: ·~_ .. , .. -bution of the ~ranch connecting the states 00 and 12. I.n 
a-----c----__.c...-'-,,-----=-- - -
order to clear the system from state 21, at least one left 
- . and one right serv_ice opportunity must appear prior to the 
r' 
--------~~-=--=--=-~~--=:-~---- next arrivalo If we were merely interested in the distri- _ 
- - - - ------ ··---------··· -- --------~t.__._-~--, -----------
------ --- ----- ·---------- - -------·-----. --·-·· - . . -
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- . ,. .. 
J''' 
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-~·I· . 
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• •· _L 
. t, 
·· bution of the sum of the two service times, we could 






f(t) = (ab/(b-a)). (e-at - e-bt) 
Since the coefficient ab/(b-a) is the term which normalizes 
the distribution over the interval (0 ,oo), it may be dis-
carded so that· ·the distribution may be truncated at t=k 
,,,,. . 
and normalized over ~(O ,k). Then ~-
. 'l. 
-at lk 
= C--3-~ (-e ./a. 0 - ,-1) e -bt /b I~, 
-
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Now that we have 
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f(t) =. C. (·-at._ ~b:t) 
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Having detennined _ now that it i·s possible·· to inser_t 
•, the node 00 and develop the neces~ary w functions, several 
systems will be considered which utilize the preceding 
results. The systems are modifications of a two waiti~g . 
space,. constant interarrival times model des_igned to yield 
specific results. 
· Prob·ab·i·1·ity· ·o·f· b·1·o·ck·a:g·e· ·an·a· ill'ome·n·t·s· ·o·f_· ·t·ime· ·to· b·l·ockag~ 
. ·f·rom ·c1·e·ar·e·a ·sys:temo As in the Poisson arrival, exponential 
service model the probability of either type of blockage 
and the parameters_ of the time distributions may be deter-
minede To make the flowgraph easier-to follow, the arrival 
processes are shown in Figure 12 and the departure processes ,. 
. . 
in Figure 13. Except fo~ those transmittances leading to 
the 00. state, the transm1 ttances are a product of the ·. -· 
probabilities listed in Table 3 for constant interarrival 
-· t 
-~ 




• I,• ,• ' .. 
'th.e constant interarrival time k. 
. . 
· p·r·ob·ab·i·1·i·t·y ·o·f·'- ·r·eb·lt,ck·a·g·e· ·an.·a· mo:me·n·t·s· ·o·f· ·t·inre· ·to· . z·eb·loc·k·age, . 
. ' 
· ·g·i \te·n· · ·a: b·to·ck·atte· ·i·s· ·c1·e·a·r·e·d ·t·o., ·a ·c·e·r·ta·i·n· ·s·tate. o The -network -
· would be identical to the system described above with an 
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. Moments· o·f· ·r·e·tu·rn· ··t·o· ·i·a·1·e·,· tti ,te·n· ·th·a·t· b·1o·ck·a·ge· h·2ts · not 
occurredo To eliminate the bloc]{ages from consideration, 
·>.,, 
' 
. those branches leading to blocked states may. be altered to ·· 
return to their source nodes with time parameter of zero. 
.-,.--------~----. Then by introducing a 00 u node into which all branches· are· 
. ' 
... J . . 
. ' 
. ------------...,,- -----~-
directed that empty the system the flowgraph is solved • 
-- - --- ------------------------
--·-·-·---·-------- -. ----·-.. --,-----~-·#··· . -
-· ·-·-·-··-·------· -----·--·- -· ·---~· ~.·. 
.... 
· -pr·ob·a·b·i·1·i·ty· ·o·f· ·i·a:1·e· ·an·a ntomen·t·s· ·o·f· ·i·a·1e· ·t·ime di s·tr·ibution. 
- From any given. state 0 Jlche probab_ility of idle or blockage 
may be determined by structuring the system as above without 
eliminating the blockage stateso If the system is solved 
_with the conditional distributions for the br~nch.es leading ~-----c-=---:-c----- -~---- ... 
~·.·i:~ . .1-·-' • 
- ,. - ... . 
' I ' 
..... 
. ·, . .··· 
.• -· :: ' ":-: l ' 
. ' -
to 00', .and then solved with constant times k, the idle time 
moments are found. The expected idle~ime would be the 
expectation of the former subtracted from the expectation 
of the latter. Similarly, the variance of the idle time 
may be found by summing the two variances. 
It is clear then that GERT can be employecl as a means ... ,. 
~f modeling the behavior of the channels in the complex p ~-·\ 
sy~tem. For two distinct models, flowgraphs have been 
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~. !JI.- ' 
-- --- .. ------ ---- --- ---·---·· -· ----------·---- . 
applying GERT to the complex systemv it remains to evaluate . . 
the approacho Of course, the main point of support for the -~ 
·-·-··· ··-·-····--·· ·-------
LJ_ - ·.~_:'. 
-_ u 
-- --~:-=~··:=-~~-=~~~~ -GERT approach is the demonstratable solutions o It may also -~------~--, :~'=~-~- ·c· 
.. ~ ..... ,.... . ; 
be said that, with the aid of a computer and a worltable 
GERT~7program, systems c~nsisting of channels with 3 or 4 
waiting spaces and systems consisting of a la~ger numbe-r __ 
.of channels and arrival types are solveableo Since·there 
has been little mention previously of the s~o~tcomi~g_r:; _of __ _ ' . 
a GERT solution, they will b~ here consideredo 
1. As in other network techniques, a major advant~ge 
of GERT is _considered to be the graphical display 
of the system. The flowgraph for the two waiting. 
space, constant interarrival time case depicted 
4 
- - - ------- - -- . in Figures 12 and 13 demonstrates that the use of 
GERT as a visual aid is severely reduced as the 
-' ~- - -, .-.-
. .. ~' .... ,...~ .... -
r 
-- . - ~ ... -, -
·. \. - . 
' -
.• 
.... - --- -· . - . 
' , 
- I ' 
I-••·'--···--
- -- ---•- .,# 
• density of arcs increases. Any further expansion 
of the system may contribute more to confusion 
t~an to clarity. 
2. The number of nodes which represents the two 
waiting channel system is given by the relation 
n = (w+1) 2 + 2 
. . .. . -
·where n = numb.er · of nodes in f lo~graph 
w = numb·er of waiting spaces p~r channel -···- --- . -· 
. -This indicates that for .very large systems (say,. 
greater than 5 waiti~g spaces per channel) a GERT 
~olution becomes impracticalo Merely to itemize 
the transmi tt~nces of the system would become an·. : __ . . - .. _ .. ,- _, .:.:.... . . 
extremely lab.orious task.· To solve the generalized 
·arrival example for a 5 wai ti~g space per channel 
,... . --· ._. -· ·- -· _. --·-- ..... -
- - - - -
-
--· ·-· .. --
~ -- --
D'I . . .. 
-·_ ,:, 
---- -















system for information·' concerning the idle state 
···--""····~-~~·:•o•---~---~-~---•\'""""\--~---·------' - - would require t:he consideration of 12 special. cases ' ' ' ..... , ... ,.,~ .-~----·""-..._ .. "··,•'"-•~ ......... .....-.. 
~ in qddition to the 3 developed for the 2 waiting 
• space per channel systemo 
3. A GERT solution to the total system is completely . ~ ' - -. ·:,. .. .. 
' . ' 
. ' . 
. ---· -------.-----·- ~---;-·---· .- ___ - ..... - - ------~~--:---·-·---·~··- -···-::...-. --





arrival Q exponential service example, to solve a 
- - ,\ - - - - . - - - ... -- _. -- --




--·--·----·~--·-·-······ --·------·----· ---=- ----.. ---_______ · ___ ·_:- _·------------ · - three waiting spaces -back in · the -common queue ---.. -
'--
necessitates the definition of 14 additional nedes ·.--
for each of the 6 ways the system may reach ·a. 
·blcoked· state. The prob.lem becomes even more 
imposing for the generalized interarrival ~ime 
case, since almost all previous nodes are reachable ,. 
from any given node in the systemo To construct a 
·flowgraph for the system described above would 
require the definition of an amount of arcs 
exceeding 140 for each of the six ways the system 
can block. 




... ~- constant interarri val times ·aase demands the use of 
i: 
' ··1 . 
a computer in its solution. This of course 
presupposes access to a workable GERT program. The 
1l ' lack of availability of such a program prevented· the 
inclusion in& this paper of a numerical example for 
the constant interarrival __ time system-~ It has 
already been .mentioned that reliance ori the computer. - . 




· The one irrefutable point· to k~_ep in mind is that for p 
' 
' 
J • · ~_-the cases cons.idered solutions have been obtained with GERT. 
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' . 
' • ,-4 
-, . ' 
- ·------~-----·- -------------- -· 
-C--------. 
-~ -,,-_-_, ___ -__ Since it has already been shown that GERT is not appli- · -...,.('-
__ ---~-= -:-- -- cable to ·an extension of the model beyond the congestion 
point, any. recommendation for further study must center 
-
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author ,feels has the most promise for leading to useable 
· results is to divorce the common queue from the channels. 
In doing so, the congestion po'int develops into a single 
server queue reminiscent of the second\xtreme considered 
in Chapter II. - Through the insi,ght gained in considering 
that model, the two following model ·was se·lected as poten-
tially useful. The model is a server breakdown case 
described by·Eisen and Liebowitz (5) as follows: 
We suppose that the server may be either in a normal - 1 .... ,= state or a breakdown state, and that n(t) and b(t) are the probability densities of the length of time the server remains in the normal and breakdown states respectivelyo The service.time distribution in a normal state wi 11 be denoted by S (t); by definition, there is nq service _distribution in a breakdown state. The input will be taken to be Poisson and the service discipline first come, first servedo Finally,ooo the customer forfeits all service before the breakdown •. 
While the last assumption does not apply for the highway 
as an example in this paper(/ it is p~ly realistic for 
-- . 
other situations in which the complex system.may arise. 
The fact that no arrival may depart from the congestion 
point till the blockage_ has. been cleared c9rrespon-ds to ·the -. 
no service during breakdown assumption. Similarlyu the 
moments of the time to blockage would serve as the distri-
. 
. bution of the length of time the server remains in the 
; 
normal state and a weighted service distribution derived 
., 
·- .. . '' 
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from the· servers densities each channel would describe 
the duration of the breakdown periodo Thereare of course 'I, V I. 
' 
some problems which would be encountered developing the 
.' I time distributions , but th.e concept does appear to be 
• 
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